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The local and the Global in Turkish Rap Music:
AViewfromİstanbul
Ttıomas SoMınon
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Rap music and hip-hop culture, with their simultaneous explicit emphasis on
constructing both local identities and the shared social imaginary of the international chip-hop nation,’ are an ideal field for the investigation of relationships between the local and the global in popular culture. In this paper I explore some of
the ways participants in Turkish hip-hop youth culture draw on the globally circulating musical style of rap, and hip-hop youth culture more generally, to create both
local and trans-local identities.1 Exploration of Turkish rap and hip-hop provides
some locally specific answers to Arjun Appadurai’s question, “[W]hat is the nature
of locality as a lived experience in a globalized, deterritorialized world?” (1996: 52).
The travels of Turkish rap also embody processes of what James Lull (2000: 159164) has called ‘cultural reterritorialization’, a process in which “global commodities
and resources are creworked by local audiences in such a way that their meanings
become inextricable from the everyday settings in which they are experienced”
(Bennett 2000: 54). In their local hip-hop pracdces Turkish hiphoppers crework
the global youth arts movement of hip-hop as they negodate issues of style, content, and authenticity in local Turkish hip-hop cultural production.
7

?

Locating Turkish rap and hip-hop 1: From the transnational ...
Turkish-language rap and hip-hop is a transnational movement. A number of
researchers have described how Turkish rap started not in Turkey, but in Germany,
pracdced by members of the Turkish ‘guestworker’ (Gastarbeiter ) community especially in, but not limited to, the cities of Berlin and Frankfurt (Diessel 2001: Kaya
2000; 2001; Robins and Morley 1996).2 Rappers who use the Turkish language are
also active in Holland, France, Switzerland, England, and the United States. Rappers
from these other countries come to Turkey to perform, and may do guest spots
on recordings by rappers based in Turkey, and the latter likewise perform abroad,
especially in Germany. For those who have access to computers, e-mail and web
sites dedicated to Turkish rap and hip-hop help create a feeling of community between participants in the movement living in these different countries, as a perusal
of the messages left in the guest notebooks of web sites based in both Turkey and
other countries will quickly show. Turkish rap tracks are available for download
from web sites and file transfer networks such as Audiogalaxy and Gnutella. Web
sites devoted to the work of Turkish graffiti groups include photographs of work
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on walls and trains from Turkey and Europe. A Turkish-language e-mail discussion
üst named Hiphopistan (now inactive) included participants from several countries,
including Turkey, Europe, and the United States. Turkish-language rap compiladon

CDs and cassettes produced in Turkey typically include tracks by groups from both
inside and outside Turkey.3 Hiphoppers in Turkey thus get ideas and practices not
only directly from U.S. hip-hop, but also as mediated through Turkish rappers,
breakers and graffiti artists practicing in Europe who have initdally culturally reterritorialized U.S. hip-hop in the process of developing diasporic identities (Kaya
2001: 175).
Turkish hiphoppers often use the term Türk hiphop hareketi or its English equivalent "the Turkish hiphop movement’ to refer to ali the people and practices that
collectively make up Turkish hip-hop in its widest sense, including ali its transnational aspects mentioned earlier. The Turkish term hareket corresponds closely to
the English term movement in several of the ways it is used. Besides the physical
movement of a thing through space, hareket can also refer to a group of people
organized around a common ideological reference point or goal. The ‘Turkish hiphop movement’ thus includes ali rappers, DJs, break dancers, and graffiti artists
who in some way identify themselves as Turkish or are connected in some way to
Turkey, whether a break dancer born, raised, and dancing in İstanbul; a Berlin rapper born of Turkish parents living in Germany; or someone whose hip-hop-related
activities give them reason to move between these two places and beyond them
(Solomon 2009), such as the members of the transnational graffiti group S2K,
whose members live in Turkey, Germany, and Switzerland, and whose work has
included walls in İstanbul, Berlin, Frankfurt, and Zürich.
While there had been some hip-hop related activity in Turkey before 1995, hiphop and rap really took off in Turkey that year. It was in August of 1995 that the
German-Turkish rap project Cartel came to Turkey for a concert tour to support
their albüm. Cartel’s albüm, their video clip, and the general media hoopla surrounding them served to introduce Turkish-language rap to a new group of young
people in Turkey who quickly adopted the idea of making rap in Turkish. Inspired
largely by the media-hyped tour of Cartel, the Turkish hip-hop movement in Turkey grew rapidly in the late 1990s. Remaining largely ‘underground’ until around
2001, Turkish rap music and other aspects of hip-hop style in Turkey (including
graffiti, break dance and fashion) then began to gain a more prominent place in
Turkish popular culture as a whole, owing in part to the use of rapping and hiphop style in a number of high-profile TV commercials (especially campaigns by
rival mobile network operators Area and Turkcell) and the emergence of İstanbul
rapper Ceza as the first full-fledged, home-grown (as opposed to coming from the
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diaspora) rap star in Turkey. Hip-hop history within Turkey can thus be divided
into three periods: the sparse pre-Cartel period, the initial spike and then slow,
mosdy ‘underground’ growth beginning in 1995 after Cartel, and then a more substantial growth and emergence into the mainstream beginning around 2001, resulting in hip-hop taking a small, but stable place within Turkish popular culture. The
Turkish hip-hop movement within Turkey itself is currently not confined to İstanbul, but is also active in other Turkish cities, especially Ankara, İzmir, Bursa,
and Antalya.

Locating Turkish rap and hip-hop 2: . . . to the local
While these transnational issues must be taken into consideration in any larger acthe Turkish hip-hop movement, I want to focus for now on more specifically local constructdons of hip-hop in the city of İstanbul and explore how they
partake of, incorporate, and remake discourses circulating more widely. While there
are rappers, DJs, break dancers, and graffiti writers living throughout İstanbul, including on both the Asian and the European sides of the Bosporus, the hip-hop
community has historically been especially concentrated in the largely middle class
western suburb of Bakırköy. Many of the most active and better-known participants in İstanbul hip-hop originally come from or have moved to there. Because
of the concentration of hiphoppers in this area, Bakırköy as a place has become
closely associated with hip-hop in ali its facets. Participants describe the music Corning out of this area as representing the Batı İ stanbul sound (west İstanbul sound),
or Batı İstanbul style.
The hip-hop party is one of the main arenas where the community physically
comes together. Parties provide the space for socializing, for listening to Turkish
and other rap music, for dancing, for graffiti writers to show their sketchbooks
and photos of finished pieces, and for rappers to seli copies of their demo CDs
or cassettes. It is also at these parties that I met face-to-face for the first time and
spoke with people whose names I was familiar with from their recordings, their
web sites, or writings they had posted on Internet hip-hop discussion boards.
count of

Representing locality
From their own study of the internationally circulating media texts of hip-hop
(song lyrics, the liner notes of recordings, fanzines, web sites, ete.) originating outside of Turkey, Turkish hiphoppers understand that a key practi.ee in hip-hop is
representing (Forman 2002: 194) one’s place through language, music, and graphic
art. This practice permeates Turkish rap just as much as it does American rap, to
the extent that the concept of represent is even translated into Turkish using the
equivalent expression temsil etmek .
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The group Nefret, whose name means ‘hate,’ is an example of an İstanbul
group that showed a consistent commitment to ‘representing’ İstanbul. The group,
now disbanded, consisted of two rappers, Dr. Fuchs and Ceza, both in their early
twenties at the time their first albü m was released. Dr. Fuchs was born in Germany,
but his family moved back to Turkey when he was young, and he has lived most
of his life in Bakırköy. Ceza, whose name means ‘punishment,’ is from Kadıköy
on the Asian side of the city. In 2000 Nefret released their first full albü m, titled
Meclis~iAld - İstanbul (‘High Council - İstanbul’). The cover photo of the CD shows
the two rappers beside the Bosporus, with one of the two bridges spanning the
strait in the background, placing them unmistakably within the geography of the

city.

The song İstanbul on this CD is among the group’s best known songs. In this
track the two rappers paint a verbal portrait of the city much in contrast with the
usual romanticized views of ‘the city on the Bosporus’ (Stokes 2000). Fusing aspects of African-American rappers’ ways of describing ‘da hood’ the ghetto as
neighborhood — with references to specific places in the urban geography of İstanbul, they create a dark, pessimistic vision of the city.

—

Excerpt from İstanbul\ by Nefret:
Verse 1
[Dr. Fuchs solo, Ceza joins in on underlined syllables]
Come, the ones who came saw IstanbuTs suffering
Gel,gelen gördü İ stanbul’un çilesini
Suffer. suffer for being an Istanbulite
Çek , çek ki İstanbullu olasın
The streets and buildings are overflowing
Dolan taşan sokaklar ve binalar
So where is that golden ground?
Hani nerede o altın topraklar?
Yalan,yalan olan tek şey rüya
Rüyalarda gelen tek şey ise para
Şu İstanbul’un eşsiz Boğanında
Ne kadar gizemli esrarengiz bir hava
Güneşin batışından ta ki doğuşuna
İster Asva ister Avrupa’da dolaş
Burası bizim işte Türk topraklan
Bak da gör atalannın miraslannı
Ne kadar acıması olsa da bu şehir
Senelerdir burada katlandık bu olanlara
İstanbul bizimdir bizim kalacak
İ stanbul’u dinliyorum gÖ7lerim kapalı

z

Lie, the only lie is the dream
Monev is the only thing that comes in dreams
On IstanbuTs incomparable Bosphorus
Such a mysdcal and mysterious atmosphere
From sunset to sunrise
You can wander either in Asia or in Europe
This place is ours, this is Turkish land
Look and see your ancestors’ heritage
It doesn’t matter how merciless this city is
We have endured for years here
İstanbul is ours and will stay ours
I am listening to İstanbul mv eves closed
,
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Chorus
[Dr. Fuchs]
Majesteleri ve ekselansları
[Ceza]
Nefret İstanbul'un şahı, Türkçe rapin kralı

[Dr. Fuchs]
İstanbul bilimdir bi%im kalacak
[Ceza]
İstanbul'u dinliyorum göklerim kapalı

Your majesty and your excellency
Nefret is the shah of İstanbul
and the king of Turkish rap
İstanbul is

ours and will stay ours

I am listening to İstanbul, my eyes closed

While a line-by-line analysis of this song would be illuminating, space limitations
prevent me from discussing the song in that much detail. One point deserves discussion, however, and will illustrate one of the salient characteristics of Nefret’s
rapping a dense intertextuality, with references to other texts such as Turkish
proverbs, popular sayings, poetry, the lyrics of other folk and popular songs, ete.
The line which eloses verse one and then becomes the tagline of the chorus, İstanbul'u dinliyorum göklerim kapalı (I am listening to İstanbul, my eyes closed) is a direct
quote from the first line of a famous poem İstanbul'u Dinliyorum by Turkish poet
Orhan Veli Kanık (1914-1950).4 The poem is a love song for the city, deseribing
pleasurable sounds and sensations such as a gentle breeze blowing the leaves off
trees, birds flying up and calling, fishing nets being drawn up, and a pretty girl walking by. Many composers have set the poem to music, and recordings of different
musical settings of it abound, ali playing up the poem’s romanticism in its affeetion
for the city. The first line of the poem has thoroughly entered Turkish popular culture. Nefret’s rap ironically re-places this famous line within a very different urban
geography from that of the poet, invoking instead the sounds of car horns and
gunshots, the stink of raw sewage spewing into the historic strait, and filthy streets
filled with homeless children. The song text is full of similar references to Turkish
popular culture, too numerous to catalogue in detail here.
In contrast to Nefret’s local orientation, the solo rapper Fresh B has cultivated
a more cosmopolitan approach to rap and hip-hop. Fresh B was born in Munich,
Germany, and now lives in İstanbul. He has good credentials in the underground
Turkish rap community both in Germany and in Turkey, with well-respected work
in the arenas of rapping, DJing, and break dancing. The Turkish branch of Universal Music released Fresh B’s first albüm in 2000. The tide of the albüm, Gerçek
Kal' literally means ‘Stay True,’ but it also evokes the English-language hip-hop
maxim “keep it real.” This tide would prove to be ironic, given the mixed reception

—
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the albüm received in the rap community. In the opinion of many the albüm seemed designed specifically for commercial appeal, from the packaging to the musical

content.

The songs on the albüm are for the most part innocuous, with overwhelmingly
nonpolitical themes, devoted more to romance and partying, and with litde social
commentary. The opening track of the CD, a rapped love song tided Neden (Why?),
prominendy uses the very recognizable introductory chord sequence on guitar
from Sting’s S hepe of My Heart as its main musical motif, immediately announcing
the albunTs musically cosmopolitan orientation.
Track seven on the albüm, Cumartesi (Saturday), is representative of the album’s
style. The song’s funky musical motif (credited on the CD jacket) is taken from
Get Dom Saturday Night, a minör R&B hit in 1983 for Detroit vocalist Oliver Cheatham. The song’s lyrics celebrate Saturday from a young man’s point of view, as
he sleeps ali morning and at night meets with his (male) friends and goes out to
the bars to look for giriş. The song thus evokes the club hopping and dancing of
middle-class youth culture not only of İstanbul, but of the world över. In contrast
to Nefret’s song’s dense intertextuality with the texts of Turkish popular culture,
Fresh B’s song is full of references to global popular culture (ultimately of American origin), ineluding the Tlintstones’ cartoon, actor John Travolta and the film
Saturday Night Fever

Excerpt from Cumartesi, by Fresh B:
Chorus
Cumartesi hepimizin beklediği gün
Vakit geldi eğlence ipe bugün
Ne yapsam ne etsem o günden vazgeçmem
Tabi ki Cumartesi

Verse 1
Saat 12 beni kim uyandırıyor?
Yatağın başında annem durmuş bana gülüyor

Saturday’s the day we ali wait for
The time has come, this is the day for fun
Whatever I may do I don’t give up &n that day
Of course, it’s Saturday
12:00 noon, who’s waking me up?
My mom’s standing at the head of my bed,
laughing at me

[Line delivered by Fresh B in humorously high-pitched voice:]
“Son, isn’t that enough sleep?”
“Oğlum bu kadar uykuyetme mi?”

^

[Return to normal rapping voice:]
Bırak beni Anne bugün Cumartesi
Uyun bir kahvaltı televizyonun başında
Hiçbirşey yok yine ekranda

Let me be Mom, today’s Saturday!
A long breakfast in front of the television
Önce again there’s nothing on
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Önemli değil bugün Cumartesi
Eğlenceli gece bekliyor bü f
Telefonu kapıp milleti aradım
Bir saat içinde programıyaptım
Kaldı tek bir sorun benim için hala
Araba la ımyine bana Baba

^

But it doesn’t matter, today’s Saturday
A night of fun is waiting for us
I grab the phone and cali the gang
I make plans within an hour
There’s stili one matter for me to resolve
I need the car again, Dad!

Fresh B’s styüstic re-emplacement of Turkish rap was not, however, well-received by many hiphoppers in İstanbul. Many felt that Fresh had sold out on his underground roots and made a deliberately commercial alb ü m, and that they knew
he could do better. I would argue that Fresh B’s version of Turkish rap is actually
just as Turkish’ as Nefret’s. Fresh B’s music constructs, however, a different version
of Turkishness, focusing on leisure practices and cultural references that would be
familiar to Turkish youth from the significant middle class that has emerged in İstanbul and other large Turkish cities since the 1980s.
In order to bring this discussion of Turkish hip-hop from the local in İstanbul
back to a transnational (or, more properly, ‘inter-local’) level, it’s worth discussing
briefly how the debate on Fresh B’s albüm extended beyond İstanbul, and included
pardcipants from Germany. Several months after Fresh B’s albüm was released,
the Berlin ‘batde rapper’ Fuat made a song specifıcally criticizing and insulting
Fresh B, and included it on his underground alb ü m HassICKdir? II.5 The title and
chorus of the song, Yeraltında Ayna Var (There’s a Mirror Underground), refer to
a well-known Turkish folk song Fosforlu Cevnyem, which begins with the line Karakolda ayna var (There’s a mirror in the poliçe station). Fuat used the mirror image
from the original song, but re-placed the metaphorical mirror in the imaginary
space of the Turkish hip-hop underground, to suggest that the things Fresh B has
done reflect back upon him and affect his standing in the underground community.
Fuat also phrased the ‘battle’ (as such insulting exchanges in rap songs are referred
to) in terms of geography, asserting the superiority of Turkish rappers living in
West Berlin.
A few months after this song originating in Berlin began circulating in İstanbul,
including in mp3 form downloadable from several Turkish hip-hop-related web
sites based both in İstanbul and in Germany, Fresh B replied with a battle rap of
his own, tided Gereken Cevap (The Necessary Answer). Fresh used this song to respond in kind to Fuat’s insults, with vocabulary and an aggressive high-speed rap
delivery unlike anything on his Gerçek Kal albüm. Fresh B also asserted West İstanbul as his place, responding to Fuat’s claims for West Berlin. This song was not
commercially released, but circulated extensively as an underground track, posted
for download on web sites and file transfer networks.
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Just as the Fuat-Fresh B battle was phrased partly in terms of locality, so also did

people’s commentary on the battle engage the Berlin vs. İstanbul aspect of the
exchange. Many comments posted to the ‘guest writer’ section of the turkishhiphop.net web site suggested that the air of superiority some German-Turkish rappers display in putting down İstanbul rappers was inappropriate, as the latter were
responding to a different reality than the former. These writers also suggested that
while the cradle of Turkish rap was Germany, Turkish rap made in Turkey had
come of age, and had to reflect the reality of Turkey rather than imitate GermanTurkish models.
Some implications
This brief sketch of Turkish hip-hop has implications for the study of the use
of mediated musics in constructing new imaginaries and identities (what I like to
refer to with the rubric ‘making meaning with mediated musics’). By use of mediated musics’ I mean not just what people do with mediated sounds themselves,
but also the ways they deploy discourses on and around those sounds. In the same
way they use the sound and style of rap music itself, Turkish hiphoppers adopt
and adapt the widely circulating discourses of rap and hip-hop, such as the practice
of ‘representdng’, and use them as resources for constructing locally specific meanings. While rap and hip-hop may have their origins as genre and style in the U.S.,
Turkish hiphoppers have thoroughly reterritorialized and domesticated them.
In his critkjue of the wide-spread view that the global flow of American popular culture from çenter to periphery is resulting in a global homogenization of
culture and the disappearance of cultural difference, Swedish anthropologist Ulf
Hannerz suggests that rather than obliterating cultural difference, global popular
culture only becomes yet another resource which people in different places in the
periphery can draw on and put in dialogue with local cultural forms, resulting in
new hybrid or Creole forms that integrate the global and the local (1992: 264-266).
The new forms and meanings that people create in this way give them the means
to confront modernity on their own terms and in their own places. So I come back
here to Appadurai’s question, quoted near the beginning of this paper: “[W]hat is
the nature of locality as a lived experience in a globalized, deterritorialized world ?”
I would argue that while it is necessary to keep in mind the ‘big picture’ view of
globalization, the answer to this question must be sought locally in grounded case
studies of people engaging in various ways with global public culture, investigating
how they understand, re-imagine, use, and emplace it. Despite the global flows of
people and of media content, people may stili want to ground themselves solidly
in specific places, even if in the process of imagining those places they are using
£
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as expressive resources cultural products and styles that ultimately have their origin
elsewhere. By focusing on such practices of place-making, we can move from abstract platitudes about ‘globalization’ to concrete examples of ‘inter-local* practices.
While the term ‘globalization’ encourages analysis at a quite abstract (literally global)
level, the term ‘inter-local’ (Grenier and Guilbault 1997: 228) suggests a focus on
more concrete relationships between specific lived and imagined places, as in the
Ber ün-Istanbul axis discussed earlier.
The mass-mediated nature of rap music and other hip-hop arts, and the ways
that participants in the community use hip-hop to define themselves, also point to
how Turkish hiphoppers’ uses of rap music and the other expressive arts of hiphop embody processes of cultural reterritorialization. Far beyond simply slavishly
adopting the global arts movement of hip-hop and the global genre of rap music
handed to them as a result of a supposed U.S. cultural domination, and far beyond
also simply inserting a few local inflections into a global genre, the meanings of
rap and hip-hop for Turkish hiphoppers have become inextricable from the local
settings in which they experience and experiment with these expressive resources.
1. Parts of this paper are adapted from two of my previously pubüshed papers
(Solomon 2005a, 2005b).
2. See also Çağlar 1995; Kaya 1996, 1998, 1999; Nohl 1999; Solomon 2008b, 2009; and
Soysal 1999, 2001 on diasporic cultural formation among German Turks, and Bennett,
2000: 138-148; Çmar 1999, 2001; Elflein 1998; Cheesman 1998; Solomon 2006, 2008a;
Soysal 1999, chapters 3-4; and Stokes 2003 on rap by German Turks.
3. Examples of such compilations include the CD / cassette releases Yeraltı Operasyonu
and its sequel Yeraltı Operasyonu 2, Underaposse, and DigitalMix Turkish Hiphop 2002
Compilation Albüm, Volüme /, and the cassette-only compilations Altın Vuruş and Hiphop
Menü 1 & 2.
4. An English translation of this poem by Larry Clark, under the tide “I Listen to
İstanbul,” can be found in Silay’s An Anthology of Turkish Literatüre (1996: 465).
5. The tide of Fuat’s series of underground albums HassîCKdir?, HassICKdir? II , and
HassîCKdir? III is a cross-lingual pun between the similarly sounding Turkish slang
expression hasiktir (fuck off, fuck you) and the slangy Berlin-dialect German Hafi ick
dir? (Do I hate you ?). The tide for these cassettes thus embodies both Fuat’s
underground orientation (via the swear word of the Turkish meaning and aggressive
question of the German meaning) and his German-Turkish identity (via the cross-lingual nature itself of the pun).
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